
AKSEER IS HIRING | SOFTWARE DEVELOPER
Akseer is looking to disrupt the savings and investment norms in Pakistan by building a 
nancial services product that aims to enable people to meet their end-to-end savings and 
investment needs from a single platform available on app / web, with minimal or no physical 
interaction. This is a difficult-to-achieve dream given the past regulatory regimes and the 
legacy systems that existing channel members work with. But we believe we can do it. We 
realize that successful nancial services rms of the future will look more like a technology 
rm rather than what they look like today. We have a team in place to gure out the 
regulregulatory, commercial, and operational (service) side of it. We are hiring technology 
champions who can build the technology stack.

REQUIRED SKILL SET

Application Deadline: 28th June, 2020

Strong knowledge of PHP Web Frameworks such as Laravel, CodeIgniter.
Build and maintain core PHP based applications
Design and develop relational database systems and their web interfaces
Experience with APIs concurrently
Must be expert in backend coding
Ability to write and test secure, clean and well-commented (documented) code.
TTroubleshooting, testing and quality checking
Understanding the fully synchronous behavior of PHP.
Understanding of MVC design patterns.
Understanding of front-end technologies, such as JavaScript, HTML5, and CSS3.
Knowledge of Object-Oriented PHP Programming.
Strong knowledge of the common PHP or web server exploits and their solutions.
Experience with any eCommerce platform.
FFamiliarity with SQL/NoSQL databases and their declarative query languages.
Procient understanding of code versioning tools, such as Git.
Knowledge of Cloud and Devops will be a plus.
Working experience with Symfony, SMARTY, backbone.js, MongoDB will be bonus.

WHO WE ARE?
Akseer is a research and analytics rm that aims to be a full-scale nancial services company. 
We will turn six this year and are already a team of 30. In the segments that we currently 
operate in, we do things far more efficiently than peers and generate far superior ROIs. 

WHO ARE WE LOOKING FOR?
A Software Developer with 3 - 4 years of experience. You will work directly with the CEO and 
other members of the team and start building the platform on a modular basis. We already 
have some modules that are close to an MVP but there is a lot to be done. 


